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Boucherajee, the murderers having for the time effected their
escape A class still more degraded than the Kumaleeas is
also to be found in the service of Shree Boucherajee—the
Paweeas,1 who are eunuchs, and who, if universal belief be
true, prostitute themselves to unnatural piactices They wear
the dress of females, with the male tin ban They aie about
four hundred in number, of whom the half reside at Teekur,
neai Hulwud, while others rove about the country extorting
alms, by the usual means of intimidation and annoyance
employed by other classes of wandering ascetics, both Hindoo
and Mohummedan Some of the Paweeas, it is commonlj.
assertedj have amassed considerable wealth
A few miles from the temple of Boucherajee is the town of
Detroj—' the Heart of the Choonwal' The Devee has another
temple theie, which some consider to be her original shrine
She is the family goddess of the Koolee chiefs, called Thakurras,
of that neighbourhood, and, until lately, a festival was held
annually at Detroj, on the day before the Nowrattra, when
the assembled Thakurras sacrificed thirteen buffalo calves
upon her altar The wild chieftains used, however, on these
occasions to inflame themselves with drink, and quarrels,
frequently terminating in bloodshed, invariably ensued The
fair of the Mata, at Detroj, has, therefore, of late years been
suppressed, but the Thakurras still, on the appointed day,
repair separately to the borders of Detroj, and sacrifice, each
of them, a buffalo calf in Boucherajee's honor
The head of a branch of the royal Solunkhee house became
connected, say the bards of the Choonwal, with a Kooleen of
Detroj, but at what time this took place is not known His
descendants intermingled with the Koolees, and one of them,
K&njee, surnamed the Rat,2 or barber, held forty-four villages,
from whence was derived the name of ' Choonwal'a
1 [For the Pavya eunuch attendants on the goddess see Bombay
Gazetteer, vu, 613 ]
* A corruption, probably, of the word * Rawut,' meaning a war like
chief
3 OJtoonwdlees-gdan meaning forty four Tillages. These Rajpoot
chiefs, heading tnbes of aboriginal descent, afford an exact parallel to
the foreign leaders of Highland clans in Scotland c It is a circumstance
' worthy of notice, that when the great families at the head of the High
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